The so-defined structure will be called an orthodox band of left R-modules. Next theorem justifies our terminology.
2.
1. -Let R, y S and mapping R x S --7 S be as in 1. Then S is ah orthodox band of commutative groups, and the maximal subgroups of S are left invariant by the éléments of R .
Proof. -Let x be any élément of S, and a any element of R ; we then have This implies that for any ex' E R and any x E S , ox belongs to the maximal subgroup of S with identity Ox , the inverse of 03B1x in this maximal subgroup must be (-f:.;.ore spécifically lx = x belongs to the maximal subgroup of S with identity Ox , and its inverse in this maximal subgroup must be (-l) 0153(x , e ) = (y , e ) for some y E G .
Let (1 , g ) be f-related with (1 , e ) and A-related with ( 1 , fA) , and let (1 , , h ) be R-related with ( 1 , e ) and L-related witn (1 , f ) .
Since, by the restriction of R x S ~ S to R x (G x g ) , 9 and R x (G x h ) 
and this i8 impossible. We conclude that 03A6x* = implies x* = y£i , hence 03A6 is an isomorphism of ($/Tl'ÙF into S-}{-.
It will be sufficient to show that the mapping j?: -p S* , x* -p 03A6x* defined by (x, 03A6x*&#x3E; = 03C3 x ? x*&#x3E; for every x ~ S , will be an R-isomorphism of (S/03C3)* onto S* . Let x°b be any element of S* , and (x e ) and (x ,f) for any x E S is an R-isomorphism of (S/T) into S' .
Whenever S ~ T -l-p , p being the minimal group congruence on S , y this mapping 'Y is a surjective R-isomorphism of (S/&#x3E;il ' onto S' .
Proof. -It is clear that mapping f must be the restriction of mapping 03A6 (of theorem 7) to maximal submodule (S/ï)' of (S/)* , hence 03A8 is an R-isomorphism of (S/1"1 ' into 3~~ . Since for every x OE .3 , and every ~ e (S/ï)' we must have x, x*&#x3E;
ER. lofe conclude
for every x* ~ (s/ï)' , thus, 03A8 is an R-isomorphism of ( S /T ) ' into S ' .
It will be sufficient to show that the mapping 03A8 : (S/03C1) 1 ~ S' , x* ~ 12-10 defined by (x , ~x~'i ~ (} x , x~) for every x E S be an R-isomorphism of onto S' . Let (x , e ) CI x';~ &#x3E; = ~ " B X ,' "B x~) for ail ( x 0 e ) E U &#x3E;"B S , 
